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Power industry is a natural monopoly industry that has a great socio-economic 
impact and complexly economic and technical characteristics. State Grid Corporation of 
China is facing growing size of the grid, the rapid development of smart grid technology 
and “Three Intensifications Five Systems”, which means intensive management in human, 
financial and material resources, and systemic management in planning, construction, 
operation, maintenance and production reforms, and traditional management has been 
unable to match the development of the State Grid Corporation. In the background this 
issue chooses Ningde Company of State Grid as an example to study business process 
optimization in relay protection. 
First of all, this issue is based on process management and process optimization 
theory, and use ECRSI analysis, benchmarking and other related theory to analyze 
business process in relay protection of Ningde Company of State Grid; secondly, it  
described and analyzes business process of relay protection in Ningde Company of State 
Grid, summed up the main problems; and then find specific solutions for the problems, 
like: optimize the organizational structure in Ningde Company of State Grid,  optimize 
the business process of relay protection with professional ECRSI analysis,  use 
benchmarking methods to enhance benchmarking and key performance indicators’ ranking. 
And, in order to ensure the implementation of business process optimization in relay 
protection, the issue also establishes safeguard system in relay protection business process 
optimization by constructing process of continuous improvement mechanism, improving 
the performance appraisal management system, strengthening team building of skilled 
workers and managers in relay protection. Combined with the implementation of business 
process optimization in relay protection, and draw the appropriate conclusions. 
Through the research of optimization business process of relay protection in Ningde 
Company of State Grid, the issue has optimized the organizational structure in Ningde 















established safeguard system in relay protection business; the issue has a certain value in 
perfecting for business process in relay protection. And, it also provides some enlightening 
suggestions for other branches of State Grid Corporation of China, especially for those 
which are in the similar process of reform in “Three Intensifications Five Systems”. 
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公里，供电人口约 352 万。宁德电网现有 220 千伏变电站 12 座、110 千伏变电站 43
座及 35 千伏变电站 63 座，总计变电容量为 833.5 万伏安，电网装机总容量约 823.4
万千瓦；同时，共辖 220 千伏输电线路 34 条总长度 843 千米，110 千伏线路 79 条总
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